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It’s not just knowing how to drive, it is also knowing how to drive safely to avoid a growing
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Article Body:
At least 41,000 highway fatalities have been recorded in the United States every year since 19
Death on the road

James Dean was driving west on Highway 466 near Cholame, California when a 1950 Ford Tudor, dr
In 1997, Princess Diana died after a high speed car accident in the Pon d’Alma road tunnel in

If any good came out of these tragedies, it was that more people became aware of the dangers o
TIPS TO PREVENT CAR ACCIDENTS

Even you are a careful driver there are circumstances beyond your control. However, taking pre
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DON’T USE THE CELL PHONE WHILE DRIVING- Haven’t you heard from the news all because of
DO A CAR CHECK REGULARLY- As much as possible, any car requires regular maintenance.
SCAN AHEAD- Fix your eyes and scan for car’s up head.
BE CONSIDERATE- When you tend to slowed down, put your flashers on to alert drivers be
DON’T ACT LIKE A RACE CAR DRIVER- If you act like ˆMel Gibson˜ as the road warrior Ma
KNOW YOUR CAR’S LIMITATIONS- Not all cars are exactly alike the minivan don’t go so fa
KEEP YOUR CAR IN GOOD SHAPE- Have a maintenance schedule.
NIGHTTIME IS NOT BEST TIME- If you need to travel in a very long distance˙nighttime is

9.
10.

WHEN YOU DRINK DON’T DRIVE AND VICE VERSA- It is a big mortal sin if you do...being
KEEP YOUR CAR NEAT AND TIDY- A messy car is another one way ticket to road accident.

Those tips might not be fool proof against road accidents but nevertheless, an once of prevent
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